Davie, Lovell-Smith Ltd
116 Wrights Road, Addington
PO Box 679, Christchurch 8140
New Zealand
Telephone (03) 379-0793,
E-mail: office@dls.co.nz

Environmental Protection Agency
c/o Faringdon Expert Consenting Panel
Attention: John Hardie
30 July 2021
Dear Mr Hardie,
Hughes Developments Limited (HDL) has reviewed the comments received in relation to the Faringdon
South East and Faringdon South West ‘Fast Track’ applications. Where possible HDL and/our ourselves have
met and/or had phone discussions with those who have submitted comments and have tried to
accommodate suggested amendments or provide new detail to answer queries received.
The relevant comments and HDL responses are provided below:

Selwyn District Council:

The applicant has engaged extensively with Selwyn District Council (SDC) during the private plan change
process for PC64 and the subsequent consent application pursuant to the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track
Consenting) Act 2020. The level of engagement undertaken has resulted in a largely aligned position
between the applicant and SDC’s Asset Manager - Water Services.
The nature and volume of urban design and roading comments is therefore somewhat surprising given such
matters have not been raised through the aforementioned engagement process. Notwithstanding this, the
applicant has met with the SDC Urban Designer and Asset Manager – Transportation and has been able to
address the majority of matters raised. Responses to the main urban design and roading matters are
provided below:
Urban Design Comments - Faringdon South West
25. It is considered that potential connectivity with Lot 1 DP 326339 (central block of land not included in
this application) is compromised as no roading connections are provided to the edge of this allotment. It is
suggested that lots 50, 643 and 640 are allocated as roading connections.
Response: The current application plans for Faringdon South West make no provision for roading
connection to be established along the northern boundary of Lot 1 DP 326339. This was entirely due to the
preferences expressed by the adjacent owner during consultation (Attachment A). Following comments
received from the owner of Lot 1 DP 326339, we have confirmed that a connection to the north is now
preferred. Accordingly, we have amended the subdivision layout within Stage 8 to provide a road
connection along the shared boundary.
The road connection point along the southern boundary is achieved via Lot 56. Although Council has
stipulated a preference for the connection to be provided through Lot 50, it is our preference that Lot 56 is
retained for this purpose. The reasons for preferring Lot 56 include:
a. The contour of the land falls to the south in an east-west direction. Retaining a road connection at
Lot 56 ensures secondary stormwater flow can drain with the contour to the proposed road. If the
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road were to be shifted to Lot 50 it would become very difficult to drain Lot 1 DP 326339 to this
road without having to undertake significant earthworks, the extent of which would create a
considerable difference in levels along the boundary.
b. The owner of Lot 1 DP 326339 has also expressed a preference for the road connection to be offset
so as to not create a distinctive ‘through route’ through his site.
26. The dog-leg shape of the right of way to Lots 264-269 (3) as well as that servicing lots 624-628(7) is not
supported as it creates CPTED issues (safety and legibility), see also new District Plan provisions for reasons.
Lot 269 and 628 have a right of way on 2 boundaries which could create privacy issues. 266 and 268 can be
accessed off the respective road.
27. Lots 679 and 680 have double frontages (4) and this creates issues with fencing, privacy and provision of
outdoor living areas. 681 and 677 can be accessed off Maddisons Road.
Response: The access arrangements referred to above have been designed to take access points away from
the intersection of Selwyn Road and Springston Rolleston Road and the intersection of East Maddisons,
Shillingford and Goulds Road. The safety benefits arising from this design are deemed to outweigh any
CPTED and privacy issues. Once this was explained, we understand Council was in favour of retaining the
status quo.
Land use
28. The District Plan seeks to provide a variety of section sizes whereas the proposal provides a limited
range of section sizes and this will likely reduce the variety of housing typologies available. It is noted there
is a lack of comprehensive housing provided for which may impact density targets.
Response: The applicant does not agree with this comment. Faringdon South West is seeking to rely on the
Living Z subdivision and building provisions within the operative District Plan and the housing outcomes will
be fully consistent with the intended outcomes for this zone. A summary of the lot sizes created within
Faringdon South West confirms that a high degree of variation in lot sizes exists and this in turn will give
rise to a variety of housing typologies. A summary of lot areas is provided in the table below:

Medium Density

Low Density

Lot area (m2)
400-449
450-499
500-549
550-599
500-649
650-699
700 +

Total Percentage (%)
9
32
18
15
9
5
12

Further discussions with Council on this matter identified that the comment was more directed towards a
lack of lots set aside for the provision of comprehensive medium density housing. The applicant has
considered this feedback and sought to amend the layout within Stage 3. The applicant proposes to replace
the low density lots (221-231) with two comprehensive residential development lots.
No designs or consent for the comprehensive development are proposed. It is intended to seek a future
consent from SDC for the housing typologies to be included in these two comprehensive lots at a later
stage. The conditions under which these lots can be developed will be established by way of conditions that
reflect the current rules for comprehensive medium density development within the operative District Plan.
This is a common approach for comprehensive development within Selwyn and would comprise the
following condition:
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1. A Consent Notice pursuant to section 221 of the Resource Management Act 1991 shall be
registered on the relevant Record of Title for Lots 224-225 to record the following conditions are
complied with on a continuing basis:
a. Lots 224 and 225 are Comprehensive Medium Density Development lots, and any future
development is to be in accordance with Rule 4.12 of the Township Volume of the District
Plan
29. The subdivision plan includes a number of allotments with a width of less than 15 metres. This makes it
difficult to accommodate double garaging without compromising the overall spaciousness of the
neighbourhood (see lot 589-595) (5).
Response: The applicant accepts this comment and has undertaken to amend the frontage width of all lots
to achieve a minimum 15m frontage (Attachment B).
30. There is no information on the landuse, access or servicing of Lot 226 (commercial area) and how its
interface with residential lots 227 and 225 will work (6). This information is required to understand how the
effects of the commercial activities on Lot 226 on residential Lots 225 and 227 be mitigated.
The adjoining lots 225 and 227 have been replaced with two comprehensive medium density development
lots. Future consents for the development of these lots will be able to factor in interface treatment,
likewise any consent to establish neighbourhood centre activities.
Landscaping
31. Clarification is needed on how long-term maintenance will be achieved for the linear green space within
the road reserve which runs along the frontages of lots 145 to 163 (7).Property owners are usually
responsible to maintaining the area between their front property boundary and the road however in this
case this is a big area for adjacent property owners to maintain.
The applicant responded to this matter by highlighting the approach undertaken by HDL for the past 9
years within Faringdon. HDL employs 3.5 people as part of a maintenance team whose sole responsibility is
to ensure the quality of upkeep and maintenance within the Faringdon residential community. In addition,
HDL also owns a contract mowing business which mows all reserve and berm areas within Faringdon. The
capital expense of the mowing is currently $7,000/month. This level of care has been implemented since
the inception of Faringdon in 2009. This track record, along with the extensive landscape (hard and soft)
treatment within Faringdon South East and West should ensure that maintenance and upkeep of these
developments will continue to be undertaken to the standard that has been attained over the past 9 years.
32. There do not appear to be any street trees provided along road frontage of Selwyn Road (8).
Response: The applicant has explained to SDC that the lack of street trees is due to the constrained legal
road width along Selwyn Road. In order to locate services (including the underground power) and
incorporate a 2.5m shared footpath, the ability to provide street trees is constrained. This is evidenced
through the existing upgraded parts of Selwyn Road that have already been completed.
If the Panel is of a mind to agree with comments in respect of street trees, the applicant is willing to offer a
condition that nominates intermittent lots along Selwyn Road that are required to plant a specimen tree
within 2m of the Selwyn Road boundary in order to compensate for the inability to provide street trees
within the legal road reserve.
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Context/ integration with surrounding sites
33. It is noted that there is no integration of the development with the adjacent site on corner of Goulds
Road and Selwyn Road (9), although it is acknowledged that a roading connection has been provided.
Response: No further integration (apart from the road connection) is considered necessary, particularly in
light of the boundary treatment to be provided in favour of this property.
34. With regards to the property on East Maddisons Road (Lot 1 DP 326339) there are no provisions for
integration between this subdivision and that block of land (including pedestrian, cycling and roading
connection) (10).
Response: The aforementioned response to paragraph 25 provides satisfactory integration with Lot 1 DP
326339.
Urban Design Comments - Faringdon South East
41. There is 400 metre distance between possible future connections to the North/West. (1) It is therefore
considered appropriate that an additional pedestrian/cycle link be provided midway (e.g. lot 36) to link with
the existing Faringdon development.
Response: There are two intervening parcels of land, see below (under separate ownership) separating
Faringdon South East from the existing Faringdon development. The applicant considers that sufficient
linkage is provided via the extensions of Faringdon Boulevard and Hungerford Drive. Given that Faringdon
South East is separated from the existing Faringdon development by nearly 400m, there is ample
opportunity to provide for internal connections as part of the future design and layout of the two parcels
that currently sit between the subject site and the existing Faringdon boundary.

Land use
42. There is no information on the land use, access or servicing of Lot 275/6 (commercial area) (2) and how
its interface with residential lots 56 and 57 will work. This information is required to understand how the
effects of the businesses on Lot 275/6 on residential Lots 54 and 57 will be mitigated.
Response: The activities proposed for Lots 275 and 276 have been identified in an earlier response to the
Panel and were the subject of collective discussions with Council. The lots will be developed in accordance
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with the draft conditions proposed, which effectively mirror the standards for small scale commercial
development (less than 450m2) within the operative District Plan (Rule 16.9.1).
Proposed condition 3 addresses the interface treatment with reserve Lot 303. There is no direct interface
with Lots 56 and 57.
43. The location of Medium Density (4) is not considered suitable. It has three sides of road frontage and no
relief (green space) and is located on arterial route. Suggest to change placement of MD pocket to the North
of Northmoor Boulevard.
Response: In order to address the comments with respect to the location of the Medium Density we have
sought feedback from the projects Urban Design Expert. The expert response is below.
In principle, I would support the development of MD housing north of Northmoor Boulevard as the
northern orientation of private open space is good (with garages accessed from the south and
without adding driveway crossings/potential conflict with shared path (as its on the south).
However, the depth of the block in close proximity of the neighbourhood centre (35m to 55m
approx.) is too deep to successfully deliver MD housing (sites are too big) without a significant
number of rear lots (and associated tension between front/backs and lack of privacy). The depth of
this block is due to the location of the already established road intersection with Springston
Rolleston Road and challenging for MD housing development.
I support the location of (and subdivision pattern for) the MD housing in Stage 7 for the following
reasons:
 It is within very close proximity of the future neighbourhood centre and clear and safe
pedestrian access across Northmoor Boulevard at the intersection is provided.
 Lot 58 is a private access lot but will essentially have the qualities of a very minor public
road, namely, front doors located on both sides, landscaping along front boundaries and
clear sightlines in and out.
 The road treatment in this location is proposed to have a contrasting surface material
which will alert road users to the presence of non-residential activity and pedestrians and
further slow speed (in vehicles approaching from the west, those from the east are already
slow due to the intersection)
 The greater number of units along the southern side of Northmoor Boulevard increases the
number of “eyes on the street” looking over the shared path and towards the
neighbourhood centre. MD housing on the northern side of Northmoor Boulevard would
have no visual connection with the neighbourhood centre or immediately overlook the
shared path. Greater surveillance of both the shared path and the neighbourhood centre
(and its parking + servicing areas) will increase the level of real and perceived safety
 The alternative access form the ROW to the south removes vehicle crossings over the
shared path (increasing pedestrian/cyclist safety and convenience) and also provides
excellent opportunity for units on lots 277 to 282 to locate habitable rooms on the north
side, and significant levels of glazing to provide passive surveillance.
 Also, the north facing private outdoor spaces of Lots 277 to 282 will provide some
activation of the street space. The greater setback and landscaping area will assist with the
transition from public to private and increase the perception of privacy in these spaces, and
thereby the likelihood that they will be occupied.
 It assists with identifying the “gateway” location and neighbourhood heart.
 Comprehensive development means that the landscaping and fencing can be consistent
and carefully controlled to ensure an attractive streetscape in this prominent location.
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Although there is no shared outdoor space to supplement the likely compact garden spaces
of these sites, Lots 277 to 282 have north facing rear yards that maximise opportunity for
solar gain. In response to their north facing frontages, Lots 283 to 286 are considerably
wider and thereby enable north facing indoor and outdoor living spaces along with
garaging and driveways.
Good architectural planning and landscaping design can manage the interface with
Springston Rolleston Road.

In summary, the development of MD housing in this location requires the careful resolution of
interfaces and balancing of on-lot privacy and passive surveillance but this can be achieved and in
so doing, provide good passive surveillance and street activation along with the opportunity for
high quality and consistent architecture and landscaping which responds to this
corner/location/centre.
Landscaping
44. Please confirm alignment of future connections including proposed reserve link (lot 303) (5)
Response: The alignment of future connections are based on road connections already established along
the southern boundary of the existing Faringdon residential development.
Reserve link 303 is a utility reserve which is located and proposed to accommodate secondary flow from
the adjoining property to the north. Its location coincides with the location of the neighbourhood centre
and acts as buffer between the neighbourhood centre and lots 56 and 57.
Context/ integration with surrounding sites
46. Ensure integration and sufficient walking/cycle/roading linkages are provided to Lot 1000 DP 557037
(5). Provisions need to be sufficient to ensure integration should this parcel be developed with residential
sections rather than as a school site.
Response: HDL has confirmed that Lot 1000 DP557037 will be purchased by the Ministry of Education for
the provision of a secondary school. The treatment of all external boundaries will be the responsibility of
the Establishment Board of Trustees who will manage the design and layout of the school.
Roading Comments
52. The TA does not any reference to previous RFI processes associated with Plan Change 64 (PC64) that the
application sites relate to and seek to go ahead of. The application does not appear to have considered
aspects raised in the PC64 process by Council at that time.
Response: The TA does not reference RFI matters related to PC64 predominantly because there was only
one traffic-related request (as contained in Attachment C). On that basis, it is assumed that the reference
to Plan Change RFI matters relates to Plan Change 70 (as opposed to PC64). The timing of the request and
collective findings that encompassed the traffic impacts of all Rolleston private plan change requests did
not coincide with preparation of the TA in support of the HDL Fast Track application.
53. In section 5.1.2 it refers to the use of Councils microsimulation model for Rolleston to assess traffic
generation etc. that “reflects the most likely scenario for development in the Rolleston area” to inform the
analysis presented. However it does not confirm which model version has been used.
54. For any traffic assessments relating to the series of private plan changes proposed for Rolleston,
Applicants are required to use the 2033 Rolleston Paramics model which has been developed specifically for
this purpose (by Abley Ltd on Councils behalf) and includes the following key aspects:
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55. In Councils view, considering some of the comments in the TA, and looking at the results in Section 7 of
the report that discusses Trip Distribution and some relatively low volume predictions, this model version
has not been used.
Response: Further to the response to paragraph 52 above, the applicant agrees with Council roading
comments and agrees that the level of service for any intersection designs serving the Faringdon South East
and South West developments should be informed by the 2033 Rolleston Paramics model. We propose
the following additional condition in that regard:
Intersection designs shall be based on outputs from the 2033 Rolleston Paramics Model so as to
ensure an appropriate level of service is provided for.
SDC Roading
Eastern Site 274 lots, Springston Rolleston Road and Selwyn Road
56. There is no indication of what the intersection treatment is proposed to be at Springston Rolleston/Lady
Issac Dr/Northmoor Boulevard. This is a significant main road into the area that will connect through the
development sites and continue west to Goulds Road and beyond.
Response: The current design and treatment of the Lady Isaac Drive – Northmoor Boulevard has received
engineering approval from Council as part of the Springston Rolleston Road upgrades and has already been
constructed. The current layout and design works in tandem with the Lady Isaac Drive design on the
opposite side of the road.
57. It would be expected that the layout in terms of road reserve boundaries etc. mirrors that at Lady Isaac
Dr so that future intersection upgrades can occur such as a roundabout. Or alternately should this be
provided as a roundabout from the outset based on the role of Northmoor Boulevard and the amount of
new traffic generation in the area.
Response: Although it would’ve been useful to understand the future intentions for this intersection (i.e. a
roundabout) during the aforementioned engineering approval process, HDL are cognisant of ensuring the
local network continues to function efficiently. Accordingly, minor design amendments have been made to
Lot 287 (Stage 7) and Lots 275/276 to ensure a future roundabout can be accommodated. The
amendments and design are illustrated in the plan included as Attachment D.
58. The proposed Commercial Area on the corner of Northmoor Boulevard and Springston Rolleston Rd
appears to have significant site access constraints. This relates to the proposed median island on Northmoor
Boulevard plus the proximity to the intended Springston Rolleston/Lady Isaac Dr/Northmoor Boulevard
intersection and what type it is. It is noted that the Panel had asked for further traffic assessments relating
to the Neighborhood Centers. The Applicants response was relatively general around traffic generation and
did not consider these more specific site access issues.
Response: The median island extends for a length of 66.0m before an 18.5m break is provided to allow for
access from the side road and also access to Lot 275. The typical cross-section for Northmoor Boulevard
indicates a carriageway width of 6.0m on either side of the median. Such characteristics provide the
opportunity for safe and efficient access options to be designed for consideration at the time of
development. Additionally, the establishment of any activity on Lots 275 and 276 will need to comply with
access requirements of the operative District Plan. Any non-compliant access will require a consent where
any such concerns will need to be addressed.
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59. It is understood that Lot 1000 DP 557037 is being considered to be used by the Ministry of Education for
a school. If this is the case it is unclear how will this area will be catered for with appropriate transport
connections both internally and to existing roads such as Selwyn Rd and Springston Rolleston Rd as part of
the overall site development. Alternatively if this area was not used for Education purposes, and reverted to
a standard residential development, how would transport connections be catered for.
Response: HDL can confirm Lot 1000 has been purchased by the Ministry of Education and is proposed to
be used for education purposes. The Ministry will be responsible for consenting any activity on that site.
60. The intersection of Springston Rolleston Rd and Selwyn Rd is on two arterial routes. It is planned to be
upgraded to a roundabout to address the rapidly increasing safety risks it poses from additional traffic in
the area, in particular the Selwyn Rd arterial route. The Applicant and Council agreed to develop a concept
plan to identify what would be envisaged, and in particular identify what land was needed from the
intersection quadrants to either protect or plan for that outcome. At that time a concept and layout for a
double lane roundabout was produced. Council has since progressed this concept into more detailed options
by its expert traffic consultant GHD Ltd. The preferred option below has been identified using a single lane
roundabout (subject to final modelling results) which reduces the land needed from the surrounding
properties while still achieving the traffic and safety outcomes required.
61. In previous discussions with the NZ Transport Agency it was identified that this upgrade project should
occur in the 2024-2027 period, based on normally expected future traffic use and increasing safety issues.
The potential ‘fast tracking’ of this development will accelerate traffic use and safety concerns. Selwyn Rd is
a fast growing arterial route, mostly due to the traffic generated by previous Faringdon stages, and the
connection Selwyn Rd provides for commuters from southern Rolleston areas to Christchurch. Springston
Rolleston Rd is also the main arterial connection to Lincoln.
62. It is Councils view that the Applicant share in these costs to upgrade the intersection as a condition of
any ‘fast track’ approval, as this upgrade also needs to occur sooner to address safety issues at this key
intersection as traffic will increase earlier than was expected. It is estimated the upgrade could cost up to $4
million based on the costs of similar roundabouts currently being constructed on the main arterial roads at
Prebbleton by Council. The application, if approved, is likely to accelerate issues at this intersection well
ahead of planned upgrades. On that basis it is recommended that the Applicant contribute significantly (up
to 50%) to those costs and that the upgrades are constructed no later than by the completion of Stage 2 of
the proposed site development. Council is happy to, and expects to, enter in discussions with the applicant
around the development of a ‘developer agreement’ for the construction and cost of this infrastructure.
These discussion would normally happen through processing of a subdivision consent by Council. Given the
nature of the ‘fast track’ process these discussion have not been had. It is recommended that developer
agreement is a condition of consent.
Response: The applicant strenuously rejects the assertion that the ‘Fast Track’ nature of the consent now
predicates a significant (up to 50%) capital cost contribution from HDL to replace the funding to be set
aside within Council’s Long Term Plan.
Firstly, the issue of timing is not a valid rationale for changing the premise under which this roundabout is
to be funded and constructed. When discussions were undertaken with Council’s Asset Manager
Transportation (early February 2021) in regards to the design and land requirement for this roundabout,
PC64 was at an advanced stage (Attachment E). The further submission period had closed and dates for a
hearing were being discussed. The decision by HDL to pursue the Fast Track route has not accelerated the
development of the subject land to such an extent that a significant contribution of up to 50% is warranted.
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To this end we refer to previous Council ‘Roading’ comments which identify the preference for the most
recent paramics modelling to be used, so that FDA’s and private plan change areas can be factored into the
design process along with developed areas. The request that HDL fund a significant proportion of this
roundabout is counterintuitive to earlier statements regarding the paramics modelling.
The expectation conveyed above around the level of contribution required from HDL is also inconsistent
with the approach taken to land currently under development within the immediate vicinity. Acland Park
remains under construction, with preparation work in the southern portion of the site (adjacent to the
Springston Road –Selwyn Road intersection) having recently commenced. Land north of the Faringdon
South East site is also under construction and appearing close to completion. Such developments will
contribute new traffic volumes through the intersection well-before houses are constructed on Faringdon
South East, yet no significant contribution from these developments has been sought.
The applicant has worked collaboratively with Council throughout this process and remains committed to
continue this relationship. To this end a condition requiring a Developer Agreement in respect of the
Springston Road – Selwyn Road roundabout is accepted. This acceptance is contingent on the
understanding that a contribution to the roundabout from HDL is proportionate to the volumes originating
from Faringdon South East and other developments within the area to ensure a fair and equitable
contribution from all related parties occurs.
63. The Applicant has already undertaken a partial upgrade of the Selwyn Rd and Springston Rolleston Rd
site frontages undertaking seal widening, undergrounding, kerbing and some footpaths. While this meets
likely expectations, this work on Council road reserve was allowed only at the Applicants risk subject to what
else could be required as part of any subsequent planning or engineering approvals by Council for this site.
Response: This was made clear by Council at the time the works were approved and the risk was noted and
accepted by HDL. To date no risk items arising from the upgrades have been identified.
64. The Northmoor Boulevard road reserve is proposed to be quite wide along part Stage 3 and Stages 4 and
5 to Springston Rolleston Rd. While this appears to include a pathway/cycleway, the large berm areas along
the south side will be beyond the practical means of most property owners to maintain.
Response: As per an earlier response, maintenance responsibilities will continue to be met by HDL. This
represents the continuation of a practise that has occurred over the past 9 years.
Western Site 682 lots – East Maddisons, Selwyn and Goulds Roads
65. A main traffic issue with this site relates to the existing and planned Shillingford Boulevard (east) /East
Maddisons Rd/Goulds Rd/ Shillingford Boulevard (west – new future) intersection.
66. It was agreed with the Applicant for the earlier stages of the Faringdon Development that Shillingford
Boulevard did not need to connect to Goulds and East Maddisons Rd at that time. This was in part that it
would create a 6 legged roundabout (2x Goulds + 2x East Maddisons + 2x Shillingford) which was
inappropriate. Instead it was agreed with the Applicant that as opportunities allowed (further surrounding
developments and road layout rationalizations) then a four legged roundabout could be created. Councils
has already achieved part of this with the realignment of East Maddisons Rd to Goulds Road to the north of
Shillingford Dr. The Applicant has appeared to do the same the realignment of East Maddison Rd to Goulds
Rd accommodated by Stage 9 of the development.
67. However there is no indication that the top area of Stage 9, and the lot layout proposed plus access
requirements, can accommodate the proposed roundabout upgrade. Equally the same can be said how the
top end of East Maddisons Rd around Barcote Dr will be adapted to the roundabout outcome required
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Response: Discussions with Council’s Transportation Manager throughout PC64 (and the Referred Project
process) did not identify any of the matters related to the Shillingford Boulevard / Goulds Road / East
Maddisons Road roundabout that have been articulated in paragraphs 66 and 67 above. Notably, such
conversations have commenced and have been raised through the PC70 process. In regards to this
roundabout, Point 9 of the RFI issued in respect of PC70 requests the following:
A critical intersection to this plan change, and others in the immediate area, is the extension of
Shillingford Blvd (CRETS Southern Collector Road) where it intersects with Goulds Road and then
extends west to Dunns Crossing Road. A roundabout at this new intersection with Goulds Road is
planned by Council in 2029/30 which is also dependent on the realignment of East Maddisons Road
west onto Goulds Road, as facilitated by PC64. How does this accord with the Applicants view on
how staged access to the area and timing for this link based on the projected uptake of the PC area?
In addition, what view does the Applicant have relating to the existing section of East Maddisons
Road that now currently intersects with Goulds Road servicing Faringdon that would closed at that
point with the advent of the roundabout?
The applicant advises that this roundabout has not previously been discussed as part of either PC64 or in
any preceding consultation on the Fast Track process and it is surprising that the matter has now been
woven into the Faringdon South West development at this late stage.
Notwithstanding the above, the applicant has explored indicative roundabout layouts and locations and can
confirm that any future roundabout can be accommodated without any disruption to the boundaries of
Stage 9 (Refer Attached correspondence and diagram, Attachment F).
The comments relating to potential access conflicts with lots within Stage 9 are not considered relevant
given that lots within the northern portion of stage 9 have intentionally been designed to be accessed
internally (i.e. not from Goulds Road or East Maddisons Road).
The adaptation of East Maddisons Road and Barcote lane is addressed in section 1.7.2 of the application
(refer below).
It is proposed to relocate the East Maddisons and Goulds Road intersection during Stage 4 of the
development. It has been noted that the existing intersection location does not provide the required
clearance distance from the recently formed intersection of East Maddisons Road north and Goulds
Road. The existing length of East Maddisons Road between Barcote Lane and Goulds Road will be
stopped and removed at the completion of stage 4. A turning area will be provided and the area will
then be top-soiled and grassed/planted.
A diagram of the proposed treatment has been prepared (Attachment G). Detailed design of this area will
be undertaken and will form part of engineering approval.
68. Considering the traffic generation expected from this site, and the key position of this juncture for traffic
in the area, this intersection is in a similar position to the Springston Rolleston/Selwyn Rd intersection
discussed above as needing to be also progressed as part of any ‘fast track’ approvals for this development.
It is also well past time that Shillingford Dr is connected to the existing local network, rather than just
remaining an unfinished dead end from the original areas of Faringdon. Prior to these fast tracking
intentions, Council in its current 2021-31 Long Term Plan had identified to provide the intersection upgrade
in 2029/30 at a currently estimated cost of $2.5 million.
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69. As with the Springston Rolleston/Selwyn Rd intersection the application, if approved, is likely to
accelerate issues at this intersection as well ahead of planned upgrades. On that basis it is recommended
that the Applicant also contribute significantly (up to 50%) to those costs and that it is constructed no later
than by the completion of Stage 6 of the proposed development, which connects Northmoor Boulevard onto
Goulds Rd. Again, Council is happy to, and expects to, enter in discussions with the applicant around the
development of a ‘developer agreement’ for the construction and cost of this infrastructure. As discussed
above these discussion would normally happen through processing of a subdivision consent by Council.
Given the nature of the ‘fast track’ process these discussion have not been had. It is recommended that
developer agreement is a condition of consent.
Response: As per the previous response in regards to the Springston Road – Sewlyn Road roundabout, HDL
is more than willing to progress a Developer Agreement which is standard practise for subdivisions of this
scale. However, HDL strenuously rejects the assertion that up to 50% contribution from HDL is required.
In this regard HDL wishes to highlight a critical aspect of this matter that will be relevant to any future
developer agreement discussions. The roading upgrade (Shillingford Boulevard – Goulds Road – East
Maddisons Road) that is being discussed forms part of the Christchurch Rolleston and Environs
Transportation Study (CRETS). The terms of reference of the study are stated as being:
The study of transportation requirements in the Christchurch to Rolleston broad area is seen as a key
component in the planning for the development of the roading network to the west and south of
Christchurch for the ensuing 25 year period.
The key output of the study is the identification, justification and reporting of a strategy that details
the most appropriate stages for the progression of improvement projects that will achieve an ideal
roading network to satisfy projected demands.
A CRETS development contribution has formed part of Council’s development contribution policy for a
considerable period of time. The very first Faringdon subdivision consent had a CRETS roading contribution
totalling $96,040 (Attachment H). It is difficult to reconcile that despite paying CRETS contributions since
creating its very first Faringdon lot, HDL are still expected to make a significant contribution to this CRETS
project.
70. The TA also refers to the Selwyn/Goulds Rd intersection as the other intersection as having a significant
crash history yet no proposed improvements have been identified or discussed by the Applicant, considering
this intersection is a key roading juncture to the site via East Maddisons Rd. As part of this the role, East
Maddisons Rd between the Selwyn Rd and Ellesmere Junction Rd should also be considered as another route
to service this south Rolleston site. Ellesmere Junction Rd is also an arterial route that traffic could use for
this, but the existing 1.1km unsealed section of East Maddisons Rd would also need to be upgraded between
the two arterials.
Response: This matter also forms part of PC70, and it is agreed that it is more appropriately addressed
through the future development of PC70.
71. There is no detailed information on the likely intersection forms at the main intersections of Northmoor
Boulevard and East Maddison Rd and also Goulds Rd. Considering the wider network role Northmoor
Boulevard will provide, the requirement to use roundabouts could be expected including that also required
to service the Applicants proposed Plan Change 70 area to the west.
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Response: The level of detail requested typically forms part of detailed engineering plans. Adequate splays
have been provided at the intersections referenced above to ensure they can be designed according to the
appropriate level of service.
73. Like the proposed Commercial area for the other development site, the one proposed on the corner of
Northmoor Boulevard as part of Stage 3 may also have specific access issues. This is difficult to assess as no
details showing the layout of Northmoor Boulevard has been shown between East Maddisons Rd and
Goulds Rd.
Response: As per the response for Faringdon South East neighbourhood centre, any future resource
consent to establish the neighbourhood centre will need to address the provision of safe and efficient
access to the site.
74. It is noted that Lot 1 DP 3266339 on East Maddisons Rd between Lemonwood Drive and Meadows Drive
is not included in the PC64 application. It is understood the owner has intentions for a ‘retirement village’.
Nevertheless some provision for roading and walk/cycle access, other than just from East Maddisons Rd,
needs to be provided to cater for its future development whatever this maybe. If used as a retirement village
roading will be private internally, however to ensure resilience of access to the site another legal road
access to the perimeter of the block needs to be provided. The first preference would be from Stage 8 Lot
815 road as shown below as “A”. In comparison the Applicant has shown a roading link to Lot 1 DP355996
that is not included in this plan change either, which is already bounded by two existing roads.
Response: This matter has been addressed previously. Stage 8 has been amended to provide a road
connection to Lot 1 DP 3266339.
75. Details are unclear or missing in the Application on the requirement to provide a shared pathway along
Selwyn Road for both development sites, as per the other stages. This would extend to include the west side
of East Maddisons Rd between Selwyn Rd and Goulds Rd, which also would provide access to Lemonwood
Grove School.
Response: The shared pathway along Selwyn Road has been designed, obtained engineering approval from
Council and has already been constructed. The movement network included in Appendix Q illustrates the
intended shared path network, which is consistent with the requests above.
81. Councils Point (link) Strip Policy is to apply as if this was a zoned and approved ODP area, which controls
the use of point strips to recover any costs from adjoining land owners. It is noted that the Applicant has
already planned for these as lots 356, 357 and 358 along the northern boundary of the eastern site which
may not be acceptable if the zoning of the land to the north is changed and subject to an outline
development plan.
Response: As confirmed with Council, the proposed link strips along the northern boundary do not relate to
residential zoned land and no ODP is in place for this land. The creation of these link strips is therefore
warranted.
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Christchurch City Council, Greater Christchurch Partnership:
The comments received from the Greater Christchurch Partnership focus on the matter of net density. HDL
has provided a response as follows:
15. The key finding of the Independent ‘Greenfield’ Density Analysis Report 2020 commissioned by the
Partnership is that a minimum density of 15 households per hectare (hh/ha) is ‘optimal’ in terms of
greenfield land development and there are benefits to doing this. However, there are a number of identified
constraints and issues raised in the review that need to be overcome to ensure that development at this
density occurs in an effective way.
16. The application provides for 12hh/ha but it is not clear what assessment/consideration has been given in
determining why this is more feasible or desirable than 15hh/ha, as indicated in the ‘Greenfield’ Density
Analysis Report 2020. It may be that 12hh/ha is optimal in this location and at this time but an assessment
as to why this may be the case would be beneficial.
Response: With regards to the matter of density, there are two primary rationales supporting the
respective densities proposed for Faringdon South East and Faringdon South West.
First, change 1 to Chapter 6 of the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS) was made
operative on 28 July 2021. The subject sites are located within the Future Development Areas
(FDAs) identified within Change 1.
The Canterbury Regional Council (ECan) made a conscious decision not to increase the minimum
net density requirements for the Selwyn District within Change 1, nor include a specific density
requirement for the FDAs. The CRPS retains a minimum net density within the Selwyn District of
10hh/ha (Policy 6.3.7). With regard to the matter of density, the report to the Minister for
Proposed Change 1 (March 2021) states;
The proposed provisions do not specify a minimum density requirement for the FDAs. The inclusion
of a minimum density requirement was considered during development of the draft provisions and
further in response to pre-notification consultation feedback and in the light of the Minister’s
expectation. However, this was ruled out as not being reasonably practicable primarily because the
evidence base is not yet sufficiently advanced. The Greater Christchurch Partnership is working
collaboratively to review the appropriateness of existing minimum densities specified in the CRPS to
inform district planning and the review of the CRPS. A method to this effect has been included in the
proposed provisions. A minimum density of 12 households per hectare within FDAs has been agreed
to by the Greater Christchurch Partnership councils in adopting Our Space and will be given effect to
through subsequent district planning processes.
In raising the matter of density, Greater Christchurch Partnership along with Christchurch City
Council (CCC) and ECan make reference to the Greater Christchurch Partnership’s ‘Greenfield
Density Analysis’ report. This report has previously been referenced in CCC submissions relating to
density with respect to the applicant’s private plan change request (PC64). To our knowledge at
the time of notification of that plan change, the ‘density’ report had yet to be finalised and was not
publicly available. The applicant was however consulted in the preparation of this density report
and was kept informed of its progress during its draft stages (Attachment I).
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By virtue of its participation in the consultative process for the ‘density report ‘and the direction
given through Our Space and subsequent Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6, the applicant was
confident in adopting a density of 12hh/ha within PC64and through the iterative design process
that emerged from PC64 to inform the current application.
Having now read the final ‘density report’ courtesy of the link provided within the GCP comments,
it is somewhat surprising that a fixed 15 households per hectare (hh/ha) is the density target that is
requested for this development by the aforementioned organisations. Given Recommendation 5 of
the report provides for an interim 12hh/ha minimum density for proposed District Plans and
private plan changes until the balance of work recommended within the report has been
undertaken, it might have been anticipated that 12hh/ha would have been sought by the GCP. As I
understand it, that balance work identified in the report has not yet commenced and as such the
interim provisions would seem the most appropriate benchmark.
Although this application is not a private plan change request, it effectively reflects what was being
sought in PC64. The proposed 12 hh/ha to be delivered across the two blocks (and the extensive
design work to achieve that outcome) has been directly informed by Change 1, the draft
Recommendation 5 supplied by the authors of the ‘Greenfield Density Analysis’ report and the
12hh/ha that is proposed within Selwyn’s proposed District Plan (Urban Growth Policy 13). The
comments from CCC, ECan and the GCP seem to overlook these matters, and the interim
recommendation specifically.
The Report (which includes recommendation 5) is not a statutory document; however the Panel
may, subject to Part 2 of the RMA and the purpose of the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track
Consenting) Act 2020 have regard to “any other matter the Panel considers relevant and
reasonably necessary to determine the consent application”. In deciding whether non-statutory
documents meet that requirement in “pure RMA” contexts, and if so, what weight to apportion
those documents, the Environment Court has generally found the following matters to be relevant:






The status of the document (i.e. whether it has been formally adopted, by who, and for
what purpose (statutory or otherwise)) (Johns Road Horticulture Limited v Christchurch City
Council [2011] NZEnvC 185).
The extent to which the document has informed or is incorporated into or is otherwise
consistent with an RMA document (See for example, Johns Road Horticulture Limited, or
Re: Site 10 Redevelopment Limited Partnership [2015] NZEnvC 173).
The rigour of consultation on that document, including whether it has been independently
checked (preferably through a submission and hearing process) (Johns Road Horticulture;
Re: Site 10 Redevelopment Limited Partnership; Campbell v Napier City Council ENVC
W067/05).

Compared against these matters, it is difficult to see how the Report could be a matter which is
“reasonably necessary” to determine the application. It has no statutory effect, nor has it informed
or been incorporated into any RMA document. It is not consistent with any proposed or operative
RMA document, nor has it been the subject of any formal consultation [or peer review]. Although
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the link supplied to the report within the GCP comments indicates that the report was finalised by
Harrison Grierson in February 2021, it is still unclear whether this report has been adopted by the
GCP. Aside from the link supplied, I have been unable to locate an agenda or minutes which
reference the report. Additionally, I have been unable to locate the report on the GCP website or
through any other search channels.
Even if the Panel decides to take it into consideration, for the reasons set out above, the most
pertinent aspect of the Report for the purposes of this application is, in my opinion,
recommendation 5 which provides for 12hh/ha.
1. Secondly, when considering net density it is important to consider the definition of ‘net density’
included in the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement and respective District Plans for Christchurch
and Selwyn. The definition of ‘net density’ is:
The number of lots or household units per hectare (whichever is the greater). The area (ha) includes
land for:


Residential purposes, including all open space and on-site parking associated with
residential development;
 Local roads and roading corridors, including pedestrian and cycle ways, but excluding State
Highways and major arterial roads;
 Local (neighbourhood) reserves.
The area (ha) excludes land that is:
 Stormwater retention and treatment areas;
 Geotechnically constrained (such as land subject to subsidence or inundation);
 Set aside to protect significant ecological, cultural, historic heritage or landscape values;
 Set aside for esplanade reserves or access strips that form part of a larger regional or subregional reserve network;
 For local community services and retail facilities, or for schools, hospitals or other district,
regional or sub-regional facilities.
One significant aspect of this definition is the ability to exclude stormwater retention and
treatment areas from density calculations. This exclusion creates inequitable yield comparisons for
sites that require land set-aside for stormwater retention and treatment compared to sites that are
not required to set any land aside.
Based on our experience within the land development sector, a conservative figure of 20% of land
area is typically applied to sites that require stormwater treatment and retention. Using this figure
the inequitable density comparison arising from the net density definition can be illustrated as
follows:
Gross Area
Stormwater area
excluded (20%)
Net Area
Net Density Target
HOUSEHOLD YIELD

SITE 1
4.0ha
0.8ha
3.2ha
15hh/ha
48 households

SITE 2
4.0ha
No stormwater retention
required
4.0ha
12hh/ha
48 households
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The above comparison is purely for illustration purposes to highlight the vagaries of using the net
density definition (and targets) in an absolute or fixed manner in terms of density and yields.
In addition to the matter of stormwater, having to include roads (and reserves) in net density
calculations also has deficiencies, particularly in terms of character and amenity outcomes. Quality
medium to high density housing outcomes are often achieved when the public realm works in
tandem with the private. The current net density methodology can act as a deterrent to achieving
quality outcomes as road widths and reserves can prevent minimum densities from being achieved
and therefore the ability to create a quality public-private interface can be compromised.
The applicant is confident that the net density provided within Faringdon South East and South
West is appropriate to its location, being on the periphery of Rolleston’s urban boundary. Larger
lots have been located around the periphery of both development areas as an interface response
to adjoining rural land. The design also expands the existing Faringdon boulevard network, which
incorporates a typical cross-section of more generous widths than is found in other subdivision
developments within Rolleston. Other site specific factors that impact net density include:


The retention of existing dwellings on large lots in order to preserve well-established
landscaping and boundary treatments
 The presence of a future secondary school site within Faringdon South East requires
uninterrupted road frontage along the north and west boundaries of the (school) site. It is
typically preferred that roads serve residential lots on both sides, as opposed to a single
side as is the case in Faringdon South East
 A larger than usual recreation reserve is located within Faringdon South West, primarily to
retain and make a feature of a stand of mature Oak trees that currently exist in this
location.
Based on the above, the applicant is confident that the current density is appropriate to its location
and allows the requisite balance between yield and quality residential design outcomes to be
achieved.
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Environment Canterbury:

On Tuesday 27th July we met with Environment Canterbury to discuss their comments. The meeting
discussed matters only related to the resource consents. The outcome of this meeting is included in
Attachment I. The comments below build on the outcome of this meeting.
Earthworks
Whilst it is acknowledged the PC7 notified version of Rule 5.175 relates to highest groundwater level,
recent consents obtained from Environment Canterbury within Rolleston have relied upon the groundwater
levels provided within the geotechnical reports which accompany the application.
We note that Environment Canterbury has indicated groundwater could be as high as 1.9m below ground
level however no further information was provided to support this claim. The meeting which was held on
Tuesday did not include Environment Canterbury’s groundwater scientist. Following further investigation
into available groundwater level data available on the Environment Canterbury GIS system it is assumed
the basis of this claim is the 1978 Central Plains depth to groundwater model, which shows a 2.5m depth to
groundwater contour traversing the northern corner of the Faringdon South-West development area.
Other models on the Environment Canterbury GIS system (Central Plains 1982, Cheviot 1987) indicate the
depth to groundwater is between approximately 5m and 10m.
Another approach to determining the seasonal high groundwater level on site is through the analysis of
long term data from nearby groundwater monitoring wells and providing a correlation between these sets
of data for each site based on the proximity of each site to the nearest monitoring well. This analysis has
been undertaken and the results are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below. This analysis shows the highest
anticipated groundwater level as 7.1m below ground level at the Faringdon South East site and 5.95m
below ground level at the Faringdon South West site.

Figure 1: Site proximity to monitoring well M36/0183 and M36/0465
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Figure 2: Inferred depth to groundwater at both development sites

In the absence of any long term ground water level monitoring within each development site, and due to
the discrepancies presented in the data which is available, we agree a conservative estimate of the highest
groundwater level at the site should be taken into account when designing the drainage infrastructure to
be installed within each development area. On this basis we will assume the highest groundwater level to
be 4m below ground level and the base of all stormwater soakage devices will be limited to 3m below
ground level. This will ensure the risk to contaminating groundwater during both the construction phase
and operational phase is minimized and all excavations within the site for the installation of stormwater
infrastructure will remain at least 1m above the expected high groundwater level.
It is also worth noting that no indication of groundwater has been found during previous stages of the
Faringdon development through which soakage devices have been installed at 3.7m depth during the
seasonally high groundwater period (July-September). Groundwater was also not encountered during
excavations for the construction of the existing Selwyn Road pump station which is installed to a depth of
5m below ground level.
Construction-phase Stormwater Discharges
Other than a small area at 870 Selwyn Road (within South West) the site has been investigated, remediated
and validated. These reports were included as part of the application. Based on previous consents applied
for and granted by Environment Canterbury, the site is considered to be ‘clean’ once validation has
occurred. In regards to contamination at 870 Selwyn Road we propose a condition requiring no
construction phase stormwater discharges are to occur on the site identified by ENGEO until the site has
been remediated and validated. The proposed wording is consistent with recently consented discharge
consents where there is contamination on the site.
“At least ten working days prior to commencement of the works described in Condition (1) at, the
Validation Report for the site at 870 Selwyn Road shall be submitted to the Canterbury Regional
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Council, Attention: Regional Leader - Monitoring and Compliance, to ensure that the existing soil
contamination identified in the ENGEO Report Titled ‘Combined Preliminary and Detailed Site
Investigation: 870 Selwyn Road” dated 22.01.2021 has been adequately remediated.”
Dust Discharges from Land Development Works
The total area of disturbed area for each site is now proposed to not exceed 4ha. This is consistent with
other consents obtained in Rolleston. A number of attempts were made to procure the services of an Air
Quality scientist to be able to provide feedback on the likelihood of breaching the permitted Rule 7.32,
notably subsection 3. However due to availability this was not able to be achieved within the timeframes of
this process. As such we will engage a suitably qualified person to prepare a Dust Management Plan for
each of the sites. A condition requiring this to be submitted to Environment Canterbury as part of the
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan is proposed.
General Comments on Proposed Conditions
We agree with the proposed amendments to the conditions.
Status of the Proposal
The draft Stormwater Management Plans were unintentionally left out of the application which are now
included as Attachment J. The final version of these management plans are required to be submitted to
Selwyn District Council at the time of vesting the stormwater infrastructure, following the two year
maintenance period. This is a requirement of the Subdivision Consent and is included in the proposed
conditions.
It is noted that stormwater infiltration to land is the preferred mechanism for stormwater disposal and
ECan have indicated there are no major concerns regarding the discharge of residential stormwater to
ground from a groundwater quality point of view, provided the discharge meets the Schedule 8 limits. As
outlined in the ECan feedback the rule does not specify the location in which the limits in Schedule 8 are to
be measured.
The table on page 10 of the South East and South West applications identifies the concentrations of
contaminants typically found in stormwater. The concentrations of these contaminants are what would be
expected prior to treatment and dilution. The concentrations provided are below the Schedule 8 limits.
Acknowledging the comment that the technical report included in the application was published in 2012,
we are aware of the NIWA database URQUIS which provides data on stormwater quality based on collected
data around New Zealand. This database can therefore be used to understand the contaminant
concentrations expected at Faringdon South East and South West. The tables below show the URQUIS data
for stormwater from a medium density residential area for the main contaminants of concern in
stormwater compared to that in Schedule 8 and Maximum Acceptable Value (MAV) under the Drinking
Water Standards (2018).
Table 1: URQUIS Database, NIWA website

Parameter
Total Zinc
Total Copper
Nitrate Nitrogen
Nitrite Nitrogen
Ammoniacal Nitrogen
E.Coli

Unit
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
cfu100mL

URQUIS Database
Mean
0.52
0.028
1.3
0.0041
0.21
1900

10th percentile
0.062
0.005
0.2
0.00033
0.01
140

90th percentile
1.3
0.06
2.7
0.007
0.3
5200
19

Table 2: Drinking Water Standards (2018)

NZ Drinking Water Standards
Parameter
Unit
MAV
Total Zinc
mg/L
Total Copper
mg/L
2
Nitrate
mg/L
50
Nitrite
mg/L
0.2
Ammoniacal Nitrogen mg/L
E.Coli
cfu100mL
<1
Table 3: Schedule 8 limits under the Land and Water Regional Plan

As with the technical report included in the application, the only contaminant that has the potential to
affect drinking water quality is E.Coli as it is the only contaminant in stormwater that exceeds the relevant
drinking water standard. Given this the conclusions reached in the application are still applicable and no
further assessment is required.
Based on the information above, we consider that the discharge of operational phase stormwater is a
restricted discretionary activity under Rule 5.93.
Appropriateness of the Proposed Stormwater System Design
The stormwater soakpit design which is proposed for the Faringdon South East and South West
development areas has been used throughout all previous stages of Faringdon dating back to 2012. There
have been no issues identified with the function of soakpits in previous development areas, some of which
have been in use for 9 years.
It is noted that stormwater infiltration to land is the preferred mechanism for stormwater disposal and
ECan have indicated there are no major concerns regarding the discharge of residential stormwater to
ground from a groundwater quality point of view, provided the discharge meets the Schedule 8 limits. As
outlined in the ECan feedback the rule does not specify the location in which the limits in Schedule 8 are to
be measured. See comments above.
Further, there are currently no known significant adverse effects of residential stormwater discharges on
the wider groundwater quality observed in and downgradient of the Rolleston area.
The ECan feedback also includes a number of comments regarding the provision of stormwater treatment
due to potential contamination from various sources during construction and developed phases. There is
concern that the proposed sump and soakpit design will allow these contaminants to enter the soakpits
which can then discharge to groundwater through the unsaturated zone between the soakpit base and
groundwater level. Following further groundwater level investigations and taking into account ECan
comments that a conservative approach should be taken regarding the groundwater level, the depth of
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soakage devices has been decreased to a maximum depth of 3m below ground level. This will allow a
greater unsaturated depth between the base of soakpits and groundwater which will aid in the filtration of
contaminants.
Stormwater treatment prior to discharge to ground is not common practice within the Rolleston area.
During the meeting with ECan it was acknowledged that treatment may be required in future and
allowances should be made for the additional stormwater treatment should the need arise. Whilst no land
is being set aside to accommodate infiltration basins or swales, the stormwater soakpit manholes are able
to be retrofitted with proprietary treatment devices, if required in the future.
The long term performance of the soakage devices has been questioned due to the risk of sediment
discharges from residential construction. The sediment control from residential lots during construction is
the responsibility of the lot purchaser and is managed through the building consent process, with each new
build requiring a sediment control plan to be submitted as part of the building consent.
Due to the decentralised nature of the stormwater disposal network the effects of groundwater mounding
are minimized and are not expected to have any impact on the performance of soakage devices during
periods of high ground water levels. In the event groundwater mounding does occur beneath soakage
locations, the ability for water to move laterally through soil layers will ensure adequate function is
maintained.
The proposed stormwater discharge methods are consistent with other residential developments in
Rolleston. The proposed system will be future proofed to enable proprietary devices to be installed should
this be required in the future. It is understood Environment Canterbury and Selwyn District Council are
discussing stormwater treatment as part of the global consent currently lodged, albeit on hold for a
number of years.
Based on stormwater discharge consents obtained for the applicant and other Davie Lovell Smith roof
stormwater discharges which are discharged to ground via a soakpit within each individual lot comes under
the permitted activity Rule 5.96. This is due to the soakpits on individual lots not being part of the
reticulated stormwater system. Email correspondence with Selwyn District Councils’ Asset Manager –
Water Services confirms this (Attachment K). The Land and Water Regional Plan define ‘available
reticulated stormwater system’ as;
means a reticulated stormwater system where:
1. a conveyance structure that forms part of the reticulated stormwater system passes within 50m of
the property boundary; and
2. stormwater is able to be conveyed into the reticulated system under gravity; and
3. the network operator will accept the stormwater from the property; and
4. the distance between the conveyance structure and the source of the stormwater is less than 100m.
Point 3 of the definition requires the network operator to accept stormwater from that property. As the
soakpits within the lots do not form part of the reticulated network and are not maintained or owned by
Selwyn District Council and thus cannot be considered a reticulated network. This was confirmed by Selwyn
District Council (Attachment L).
Given this, the discharge of stormwater originating from roads and berms will be collected by kerb and
channel and directed to sumps within the road and piped to rapid soakage trenches is a restricted
discretionary activity under Rule 5.93.
Stormwater discharged from roofs to soak pits within the individual lots is a permitted activity under Rule
5.96.
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Consistency of Stormwater Approach with the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020
An assessment of the proposed development in relation to the Ngai Tahu Subdivision and Development
Guidelines was included in Appendix S of the application.
Proposed Resource Consent Duration
We agree with a consent duration of 12 years to be consistent with recently consented developments.
Reticulated Wastewater and Treatment Plant Capacity
Murray England, Water Services Asset Manager at Selwyn District Council, has confirmed to Davie Lovell
Smith engineers that he has no concerns regarding the ability for the lots within Faringdon South East and
Faringdon South West to connect and discharge to the Pines WWTP facility.
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JP Singh:
HDL’s response to the comments received from JP Singh solely in regards to the provision of an additional
road connection is provided below:
JP Singh seeks that a further “Potential future road” lot be shown, where Lots 634 and 635 are located.
Though, presumably, only one lot would need to be set aside with the boundary of the second lot adjusted
accordingly.
Response: HDL has consulted with Mr Singh’s consultants throughout the PC64 and Fast Track consent
process. Original indications around proposed road connections to the Singh land were that a through-road
was not preferred (Attachment A). Accordingly, the only connection provided was via Lot 56. This proposed
connection was accepted by Mr Singh’s consultants (Attachment M).
In response to the latest request for an additional road connection, HDL have amended their design plans
to provide a road connection at the northern boundary. The connection point does not align with the
location requested in Mr Singh’s comments. From a traffic perspective and for continuity of road design
and layout, the extension of the current road within Stage 8 to the northern boundary of Mr Singh's is the
preferred response (refer to attachment M).
In regards to the comment around protecting the use of Lot 56 as a road connection, existing draft
condition 10 already addresses this issue.
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Tania Croucher:
HDL’s response to the comments supplied by Ms Croucher is provided below:
Rural Residential Interface
We request that conditions in line with the following are included in the decision:
The Consent Holder shall ensure that the owner of Lot 1 DP355996 is indemnified from liability to contribute
to the cost of the erection of a fence and associated landscaping of the adjoining boundary between the
development and Lot 1 DP355996.
The fencing and landscaping shall be undertaken in general accordance with the attached plan 890 Selwyn
Proposed Landscaping. The existing pine hedge is to be topped and underplanted. The hedge will be
removed as the new planting matures.
Response: HDL is willing to accept the above conditions, albeit with some minor amendments as follows:
The Consent Holder shall ensure that the owner of Lot 1 DP355996 is indemnified from liability to
contribute to the cost of the erection of a fence and associated landscaping of the adjoining boundary
between the development and Lot 1 DP355996.
The fencing and landscaping shall be undertaken in general accordance with the attached amended plan
890 Selwyn Proposed Landscaping. The existing pine hedge is to be topped and under-planted. The
hedge will be removed as the new planting matures.
HDL is willing to undertake the landscaping treatment of the shared boundary for the portion of the
boundary that extends from Selwyn Road to the northern-most extent of the new dwelling (as indicated on
the amended plan in attachment N). It is not considered reasonable for this volume of landscaping to
extend around the entire boundary of the site. Whilst HDL are willing to top the existing hedge, it is unable
to agree to the removal of the hedge given the undeterminable length of time in which this removal could
be required.
Net Density – Faringdon South West
We request that all properties within the area shown Low Density on the ODP – Faringdon South West be
zoned Living 1 (min average 750m²) with the larger than average properties located along the boundaries
with the rural zone. An overlay of the ODP and the subdivision plan shows that the current average lot size
is 639m² (based on the average of the 387 allotments (including access) shown as Low Density on the ODP).
Response: HDL believes that the Living Z zone rules within the operative District Plan are the most
appropriate for Faringdon South West. The inclusion of Living 1 is not supported.
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Heritage New Zealand:
Heritage New Zealand recommends the following conditions of consent:
Xx An assessment of the site and proposed works is undertaken by a suitably qualified consultant
archaeologist prior to the commencement of any works. This assessment will examine the extent of the
pre-1900 occupation of the site in the past and the scope of the proposed works and will determine
whether an archaeological authority will be required for the project. Should the assessment conclude
that an archaeological authority is not required, then the following Accidental Discovery Protocol
conditions should be included for both the South West and South East developments.
Response:
This condition is not considered necessary given the extent of permitted activities which has occurred on
both of the sites to date. Site clearance, building removal (or demolition) and earthworks (less than
5,000m3) have already been undertaken on both development sites. The buildings which were removed
were not pre 1900. The Accidental Discovery Protocol is included in the consent condition and will address
any heritage concerns.
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Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu:
3.4 With regard to Recommendation 1 while the draft conditions provided in Appendix A in the application
include an accidental discovery condition, it is not consistent with the ADP included in Appendix 3 of the
Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan. Further, the accidental discovery condition appears only on the proposed
conditions suite for the South West development site and should appear for both development sites and in
the subdivision consent conditions and land use consent conditions. Appendix Four to this letter provides a
consent condition which is consistent with the Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan ADP.
Response: HDL are happy for the revised wording to be included.
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Summary:
Based on the responses to the comments received from various parties, the following actions have been
agreed and/or undertaken:











Additional road connection to the Singh block (Singh & SDC)
Minor changes to Accidental discovery protocol (Ngai Tahu)
Minor changes to wording of conditions and new conditions (ECan)
Appended draft Stormwater Management Plan (ECan)
Landscaping along Croucher boundary (Tania Croucher)
Increasing all frontage widths to a minimum of 15.0m (Selwyn DC)
Introduction of two new comprehensive development lots within Faringdon South West (SDC)
Replace dog-leg ROW serving lots 623-629 (SDC)
Increasing splays on Northmoor Boulevard to accommodate a future roundabout
Update draft conditions with new or amended conditions

We trust this answers all matters. If you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, please do
not hesitate to contact me.
Kind Regards,
DAVIE LOVELL-SMITH LTD

Mark Brown
Planner/ Director
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